EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
v 1.0

OVERVIEW
Master Ventures is a leading investment and acceleration firm, catalysing the next wave of disruptive technologies
looking to improve or replace overly centralized systems.
Comprising of a hedge fund and an acceleratory arm, Master Ventures offers a full suite of services to innovative
and pioneering blockchain and DLT (Distributed Ledger Technology) projects. The company boasts a diversified
investment portfolio of emerging technologies companies, and is executing on several high profile advisory
contracts.

Master Capital is a hedge fund that invests in highly disruptive blockchain solutions, tokenized and securitized
assets. Master Capital ‘tokenizes’ the real sector of the economy, deploying capital towards early stage projects
and all Master Accelerator companies.
Master Capital is in the process of structuring and initiating its first outside capital raise, as a means to expand
size, increase scale and optimize synergy across its investment portfolio of disruptive blockchain companies and
ecosystems.

ACCELERATOR
Building upon its existing portfolio, Master Ventures is expanding to become a leading accelerator for emerging
technology companies. Contributing its own investments, Master Ventures includes advisory compensation
contracts, along with digital token assets to seed the first fund (or offering).
Master Accelerator will align the economic incentives of value-adding, disruptive global blockchain technology
firms, platforms and tokens by structuring and offering pooled investment vehicles (PIVs), as transparent capital
vehicles for pooling capital. This will maintain liquidity for investors and encourage collaboration and sharing of
resources across the portfolio companies.

PRE-FUNDING ASSISTANCE
•
•
•
•
•

Creation of Investor Facing Material (Whitepaper, Pitch deck, One-Pager, website)
Investor Introductions
PR & Marketing (including influencer & affiliate)
Token Economic Modeling
Regulatory and Compliance Advisory

POST-FUNDING SERVICES
•
•
•
•

Exchange Listing
Market Making
Asset Management & Liquidation Support
Global Business Development

THE MASTER VENTURES TEAM
The team behind Master Ventures has extensive experience across a range of sectors including venture capital,
law, business development, software engineering, marketing and token economics. With a combined 20+ years
of working knowledge within the blockchain space, the Master Ventures team are at the forefront of emerging
technology and look to become a driving force behind the decentralization of existing models.

PARTNERSHIPS
Master Ventures has partnered with leading service providers within the blockchain space that can assist in
all aspects of project acceleration from software development to client acquisition, meaning a top tier service
delivery to incubated projects.

